Shape a Distinctive City

Usher in a brighter 2022
This December, look forward to the Marina Bay skyline being illuminated by light beams and vibrant
projections as we kickstart the Marina Bay Singapore Countdown 2022! Shine a Light, an inspirational
light display, and Share the Moment, a visual storytelling showcase, will return as key highlights this year.
Get the details

Discover winning ideas for Changi
Point
A total of 134 teams answered our call for ideas to
build on Changi Point’s unique identity as a
heritage and recreational destination by the sea.
Some of the winning ideas include an observatory
deck for stargazing and a gastronomical hub
amidst rainforest and coastal landscapes!
Explore them now

Enliven Public Spaces
Ideas wanted for vibrant and
inclusive spaces
We are looking for the next bright idea to
activate our public spaces! Take part in this year’s
URA-REDAS Spark Challenge for a go at
developing and testing out your very own design
prototype, and stand a chance to win $10,000.

Join the challenge

Festive cheer by the Bay
These Christmas trees with a cause will illuminate
the Marina Bay waterfront promenade from now
till 26 December! This merry light-up is part of an
annual fundraising initiative that spotlights our
community heroes while bringing festive cheer to
all – look out for them at your next walk or jog by
the Bay.

See more

Plan Our Future SG
Calling for artworks of our
future city
What will Singapore be like in 50 years? Check
out some of the creative ideas a few of our
younger citizens dreamed up! As part of the
Long-Term Plan Review, we’re calling for
artworks from primary and secondary school
students that showcase their vision of our future
city.
Find out more

Piloting courier hubs
Are you shopping online more and getting your
purchases delivered? We are working with Ninja
Van and Shopee Express to pilot courier hubs at
two HDB car parks to support companies in
delivering your online purchases more efficiently!
Learn more

Conserve Built Heritage
A new future for the Old Police
Academy
Remember the days when policemen wore shorts?
Chances are they were trained at the Old Police
Academy at Mount Pleasant! Learn more about
the six buildings that we’ll be proposing to
conserve and how they’ll become part of a future
public housing estate at the site.
Check them out

Go Car-Lite
Bringing more sole into our Civic
District
The Civic District is on its way to becoming even
greener and more walkable! Take a look how the
arts and cultural precinct has evolved over the
years, as well as the new enhancements that are
coming your way.
See more

Explore our future car-lite
precincts
What features can you expect in a car-lite
precinct? We take a look at some areas that have
exciting car-lite features in the pipeline, to create a
more pleasant and sustainable living environment
for all.
Discover more
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